### Assignment 6

The due date for completing this assignment has passed. As per our norms, you have not submitted the assignment.

#### Question 1
Which other principle is an abstract principle?

- A. Proportionality
- B. Harmony
- C. Consistency
- D. None of the above

- **Answer** B. Harmony

#### Question 2
Principle related to Profile and Pattern in Spatial Arrangement is

- A. Synonymy
- B. Not Synonymy
- C. Identical
- D. Incompatible

- **Answer** A. Synonymy

#### Question 3
Aerial survey is the result of images taken from the camera placed on low flight.  

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True

#### Question 4
Woody analysis focuses on the analysis of which of the objects?

- A. Objects within the proposed site
- B. Objects above the proposed site
- C. Objects beyond the proposed site
- D. None of the above

- **Answer** A. Objects within the proposed site

#### Question 5
In Visual Analysis, a Visual horizon refers to a static view point.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** B. False

#### Question 6
Transition principle, in spatial organisation, is a function of changing experiences between more than two spaces.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True

#### Question 7
Reconnaissance survey is an extensive study of an entire area in order to obtain visual attributes.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True

#### Question 8
A checklist generated from inference, drawn from the analyses, facilitates appropriate design decisions.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True

#### Question 9
Site Investigation take place after Site Analysis.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True

#### Question 10
Visual Redhesion in Visual Analysis refers to the horizontally aligned view which stretches at the same level.

- A. True
- B. False

- **Answer** A. True